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Spline Approximation Operators of 
Bernstein-Schoenberg Type in One and Two Variables 
In 1 13 I. Schoenberg introduced the spline operators 
V,(f’: .) = 2, j-(5;) N(, / t f”“, f; j A) (1.1) 
/ 
which reproduce linear functions and are variation-diminishing. They also 
have the shape-preserving properties of Bernstein polynomials to which they 
reduce with appropriate choice of knots (t;). The approximation properties of 
these operators were further investigated by Marsden and Schoenberg [9] 
and Marsden I101. 
More recently C. de Boor ( 1 ] highlighted the geometric interpretation of 
B-splines due to Curry and Schoenberg 131 and extended this to give a 
definition of B-splines in higher dimensions. Subsequently C. A. Micchelli 
I 1 1 I and W. Dahmen 15 I obtained some analytic properties of these B- 
splines together with some recurrence relations. In 141 Dahmen constructed a 
class of these B-splines whose linear span contains all polynomials of 
appropriate degree. 
In this paper we shall use the geometric definition of B-splines to construct 
spline approximation operators of type (1.1) in one and two dimensions. In 
the case of one dimension we allow different orderings of the knots for the B- 
splines in ( 1. I ). The main tool will be a generalisation of an identity of 
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Marsden 1 lo] which we prove in one dimension in Section 2 and in two 
dimensions in Section 5. In [4] Dahmen has given a different generalisation 
of Marsden’s identity and our proof is similar to his, both using elementary 
geometrical methods. Our identities differ from Dahmen’s in using a 
triangulation of a simplex rather than a cube, and producing a single identity 
involving 2 parameters (in 2 dimensions) rather than a class of identities 
involving a single parameter. These allow us, in the one- and two- 
dimensional cases considered. to find simple, explicit formulas for the B- 
spline coefficients in the identities. 
In Section 3 we study the variation-diminishing property of the operators 
in one dimension, while in Sections 4 and 6 we prove convergence results for 
the operators in one and two dimensions, respectively. These operators 
reduce to Bernstein polynomials when restricted to a triangular domain with 
appropriate choice of triangulation. as is shown in Section 7. An important 
feature of these spline operators is that they are defined on any polygonal 
domain in II<’ and not restricted to triangles or squares. 
2. A GEOMETRIC PROOF OF A GENERALISED MARSDEN'S IDENTITY 
We first introduce the B-splines defined in 11 ]. For 0 < s < k. and ii a h-- 
simplex in liil‘, we define 
MA(X) := VOl,~~,,((~~ E 6: p =x}), vx E I:<‘. (2.1) 
where vol, means d-dimensional volume, and p: IliA + 11,’ denotes the 
projection pr := (ai))~~, . Then M, is a piecewise polynomial function of 
degree </? -s with compact support in 12,‘. If 6 has vertices LI”,..., ~1~ and 
.v’ = pi’, then it is known [ 5, 11 ] that M,(x)/vol,G depends only on x”,.... s’ 
and so we can define the B-spline 
M(x 1 x” ,..., xA) := M,(x)/vol, 6. vx E II,<. (2.2) 
Now take li > 1 and let A, , denote the standard (k - I)-simplex in ~1~~ ’ 
with vertices the standard vectors 
e’ := (s,),“:: 1 i = O,..., k - 1. (2.3) 
Let A = (d;}r , be a triangulation of [0, 1 ] x A,-, c !IK” such that each 
vertex lies on one of the edges ./i; = {(x, ej): x E [0, 1 I}, j = 0 ,..., k -. 1. For 
i = l,..., n. we denote the vertices of di by Us”...., t.jk and their projection on 
the .u,-axis by tie,..., tik. Note that for any simplex 6,) each edge .Yy, 
,j = o...., k - 1. contains at least one of the vertices of di and hence there is 
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exactly one such edge containing exactly two vertices of 6;. We shall denote 
these two vertices by vi” and nik, where ti,, < li,. 
Now for i = l..... n we define a normalised B-spline of degree k - 1 on 
10, 11 by 
Ni := (k -- 1 )! M,,. (2.4) 
We wish to calculate vol,iii. If ~1”’ and ~1’~ lie on F, . then vol,d;, is the 
absolute value 01 
1 
k! 
which, after reordering P”,.... t.‘(’ ” if necessary. equals the absolute value 
of 
Thus 
vol, 6, = & (l;, ~~ t;,,). (2.5) 
A similar calculation shows that (2.5) also holds when [.“I. L”~ lie on F,: 
j# I. Then by (2.2). (2.4), (2.5) 
Ni = ; (tik - tie) M(. / tiO,..., fik). (2.6) 
Thus N, depends only on ti ,,..... t,,, and we may write 
Ni = N(. 1 I,, ,,.... fik). 
We have the following generalisation of Marsden’s identity. 
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THEOREM 2.1. For am v E 11, and 0 < x < 1. . . 
(2.7) 
Proof. Take any r’ > 1 and let di denote the k-simplex in 1” with 
vertices (.V, e’), (0, e’), i = 0 ,..., k - 1. Let P := {(x, ,..., xk) E Ai : 0 < x, < 1 }. 
A simple geometric argument shows P = (T,.c: L’ E [ 0, 1 ] x A,- ,}, where for 
(x.z)E 10, 1) x A,-,, 7,.(x, z) = (x, (~3 -x)2/y). For i = l,..., n, let iit 
denote the simplex [ Tpo” ,..., TJ,oik 1, where IT] denotes the convex hull of 
the set T. Then Ap := {si}r-, is a triangulation of P. By a calculation similar 
to that for (2.5). 
vo1,s.; = (f;, - t;,,) 11 : (Y). (2.8) 
Now for each x in [0, 11, the hyperplane ((x, ,..., xk): X, =x} intersects P in 
the (k ~- l)-simplex o+ with vertices T,.(s, e’). j = O,..., k - 1. Then 




,;, (k - l)! ’ IjI/I ry) /N/(x) 
by (2.6), (2.8) 
which gives (2.7). 1 
COROLLARY. For k > 2 and i = l,..., n let 
2 
cj2’ = (k - l)(k - 2) ,,/,&,,,, fizfim’ 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
1 = C N,(x), 
i-i 
(2.11) 
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Proof. In (2.7) equate coefficients of .r” ‘, !h ‘, J*~ I. respectively. 
Remark. Suppose O=t,=~~~=tA<t,,,~“‘~l,,<t,,.,=.‘.= 
t ,t i h = 1. and for i = l...., II, t, = ... = tj , , *j < k. Then the following 
triangulation A gives rise to the usual B-splines of Curry and Schoenberg [ 3 1 
and the usual Marsden’s identity [ 10 1: 
8, = I(t,,e”). (t,.e’) . . . . . (t,.d ‘). (t, +h.e”)/. 
cil = I(tz,e’), (t,.e’) . . . . . (I, +A. e”). (t:, A. e’)I. 
6,,= I(tnre’),(t,+,,e’+‘)....,(t,+,,e’)I. 
where 1s II I (mod k). 
We shall refer to this triangulation as the usual triangulation. In this case 
the normalised B-splines are 
h’, = iv(. / 2, ,...) ti I h), i = I..... II. 
3. THE VARIATION-DIMINISHING PROPERTY OF 
BERNSTEIN-SCHOENBERG OPERATORS 
For I, > 1 define a triangulation A = {s,}: , as in Section 2 and for 
i = I..... tr, define /Vi, li as in (2.6), (2.9). Then we define the following spline 
operator V,. which we call a Bernstein-Schoenberg operator. 
For any functionj”on 10. 11, 
vJ(f‘; .Y) := 2 ,f(&) N,(s). V-YE (0, 1 j. (3.1) 
i I 
If A is the usual triangulation, V, reduces to the operator k’, of 
Schoenberg (1. I). Clearly V, is a positive linear operator. It follows from 
(2.1 I ) and (2.12) that V, reproduces polynomials of degree I. 
An important property of the operators V, is that they are variation 
diminishing. i.e., for anyf, 
s (V,u-; .)I< s (.I”). (3.2) 
where S denotes the number of strong sign changes in 10. I I. see / 2. 13 / 
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For a general triangulation A, the operator VA need not be variation- 
diminishing as the following example shows. Let k = 2 and define A == (6,}f- , 
by 
6, = [(O,O). (0. l), (&O)l, 
dz = [(O. l), ($,O), (f, l)/. 
s,= I($.O).(& l),(l,O)l. 
s,= I(f. l).(l.O),(l, I)]. 
If j” is any function with S (f) = I, f(0) =f(i) = 1, j”(f) =f( I) = -1. 
then it is easily seen that S- (C’,(f)) = 3. 
However we do have the following result. 
TIIEOREM 3.1. Ler A = {S,}; , be a triangulation of IO, 1 1 x A, ~, 
satisfiYng 
[ii < ti/, 3 j = O,..., k, i = l,..., n, (3.3) 
i = l,..., n. (3.4) 
Then V, is cariation-diminishing. 
We note that this includes the case V, because A is the usual triangulation 
if and only if 
ti(l < ti.j < tik 3 j = O,..., k, i = l,..., n. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 requires some subsidiary results and first we 
order the simplices of A as follows (without yet imposing conditions (3.3) or 
(3.4)). Let 6, be the unique simplex containing the (k ~ I)-face {O) x A, ~, 
There is then a unique simplex having a common (k - 1).face with 6, and 
this simplex is denoted by d2. Continuing in this manner, suppose for some 
1 < i < tz we have defined 6, ,.... 6; so that for j = l,..., i - 1, 6, and S,, , have 
a common (k ~ I)-face. Then there are precisely two simplices having a 
common (k - I)-face with 6;. One of these is 6; , and the other we: denote 
by bi, , . This gives a unique ordering of A and 6,, is the unique simplex 
containing the (k - 1 )-face ( 1 } x A,, , 
Throughout the rest of this section we assume A has this ordering. We 
note that for i = 2,.... tz, 6, contains precisely one vertex, namely, ‘?‘ik, not 
contained in any di, j < i. Thus the total number of vertices is 
(k + 1) + ()I - 1) = n + k. We denote the projections of these vertices on 
IO. iI by t= {ti);‘;, where t, ,< t, < ... < tn+k. Clearly t, = ... z-t, = 0, 
t n+, = ‘.’ = t nLk = 1 and if for any i, ti = .. . = tiAj, then j < k. The usual B- 
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splines M(. 1 fi ,..., ti+k), i = I,,.., n, thus form a basis for the space ./ (t) of all 
splines on 10, 11 with knots in t. Hence the B-splines N, ,..,, N, form a basis 
for i (t) if and only if they are linearly independently. They are not linearly 
independent in general as is seen by the following example. 
Let k = 2 and define A = {Si}:. , by 
Then, clearly NT = N,. 
However, we do have the following result. 
PROPOSIT-ION 3. I. Suppose the triangulation A is such that all vertices 
projected onto the same point on [O, 11 lie in a common simplex in A. Then 
N , ,..., N, are linearly independent. 
Proof: For i = l,.... it we shall prove by induction that N, . . . . . N, are 
linearly independent. Suppose then that for some I < i < n. N,..... N, , are 
linearly independent. Let S denote the set of vertices of 6, ,...) ii, whose 
projections on IO, 1 I equal f,,. By assumption S comprises vertices of a 
common simplex, say, di. We cannot have j < i since cik E S and cil, @? ai for 
j < i. But if any element of S lies in 6, for j > i, then it also lies in di, by the 
nature of the ordering of A. Thus S must comprise vertices of 6,. 
Let I’ denote the cardinality of S and suppose that for some numbers 
i , , . . A , , f’: = A,N, + ... iiNi=O. Then O=f’” “(t,;)-f’” r’(fik)= 
hj{Nike”‘(t;:) - Njk~ “(t;;)} and hence Izi = 0. So I., N, t ..t t A, , N, , = 0 
and since N, ,..., Ni , are linearly independent, A, = ... = Ai , = 0. Thus 
N, . . . . . Nj are linearly independent and the inductive step is complete. 1 
COROLLARY. If A satisfies (3.3) or (3.4). then N, ,.... N,l are linear!\ 
independent. 
Proof: First note that for i = I,..., n - 1 the (k -- I)-face in common to d, 
and 6;, , is given by (cii: j= l...., li} and {~~,,~:j=o ,.... k--- I}. We now 
suppose .1 satisfies (3.3) (the case (3.4) following similarly) and note that 
(3.3) is equivalent to the condition I,, < t,, 6 ... < t,,. 
Let S denote a set of vertices having the same projection on 10, 1 1. We 
have to show the elements of S lie in a common simplex. If the projection is 
0. then clearly S c 6,. Otherwise S is of the form ( cik: u & i d/f} for some 
1 < u &/i < n. We shall show by induction on j that for u <j <//. {L’,~ : 
(1 < i < j} c (Si. This is trivially true for j = U. Suppose it is true for some j. 
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L( < j < ,& Then every element of ( uik : a < i < j) is of the form cj, for some 1. 
and since the projection of llj, on 10, 1 ] is tik > tic,, we must have 1 :> 0, and 
hence pj,EJi+,. So (~1;~: a<i<j<j+l}~J~,, and by induction 
S= (tlik: a<i</3}c6,. I 
Henceforth in this section we assume A satisfies (3.3) or (3.4). We will 
prove the results for case (3.3), case (3.4) following similarly. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any p, q with 1 < p < p + q - I < n. and for any points 
r, < ... < r, in [0, 11, det(N,- , t i(rj))y,,i , > 0. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on q and follows the ideas of de Boor 
[ 2 1. Clearly the result is true for q = 1. Take 1 < r < n and suppose it is true 
for q = r - 1. Now choose any p with 1 < p < p + r - 1 < n and points 
:, < ... < r, in 10, 11. We must show det(N,,- ,+i(ti)):.j ,>O. 
By an earlier argument we know dp,..., 6,> + r ~, have a total of r f k distinct 
vertices. Denote the projections of these vertices on 10, 1 ] by s = (s,};’ f. 
where s, < ... < srtk, and let i (s) denote the space spanned by Mi := 
:21(. 1 s ,,..., si+ k), i = l,..., r. By the corollary to Proposition 3. I. 
N, . . . . . N,, r , are linearly independent and so form a basis for 2 (s). It is 
well-known (see 11 1) that det(Mi(r,))i,i , # 0 iff si < ri < s, . A. i == l...., r. 
We may assume det(N, i + i(ri))r.j , # 0 and hence that s, < r, < s,, A. 
i = l,.... r. It follows that det(Mi(ri))r, i’ , # 0 and since N,, ,.... N,, , ) ? span 
the same space as M, . . . . . M, , , we have by the induction hypothesis, 
det(N,, I f ,(rJK;’ I > 0. 
Now for x in 10, 1 ] define f(x) = det(N, , + i(?i))‘,, , , where Tli = ri, 
j = l..... r - 1, and f, = x. Thenf is a linear combination of N, ,.... N, + r~ , . If 
srik has multiplicity a in s, then N:+-~?‘,(s;+~) # 0 and Nikp”‘(srm+,) = 0 for 
p < i < p + r - 1. Thus in (s,. + k - E, s,+ k) for small enough E > 0. J‘ is 
dominated by the term involving N, + r ~, and so for x in (s, + k - t‘, s, , A).f(x) 
lhas the same sign as the coefficient of N, f r ,, namely, 
dW’, , ii (ri))T. i’m , > 0. But f(x) cannot vanish or change sign for x in 
IT,. s,. + k) and sof(r,) > 0, i.e.. det(N, , , i(ri))l. i , > 0. 1 
LL:MMA 3.2. For any* points r, < ... < r,, in 10, 1 I. the matri?r 
/~ N,(r,)l!::, , is totally positice. 
Pro@: This follows from Lemma 3.1 by applying the method of Karlin 
!6. p. 5281. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It follows easily from (3.3) or (3.4) that 
Cl<&<‘.. < <,,. But it is known [6] that for any totally positive matrix A 
and any vector .Y (of appropriate length), the vector As has no more sign 
changes than does x. The result then follows immediately from 
Lemma 3.2. 1 
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4. CONVERGENCE OF BERNSTEIN-SCHOENBERG OPERATORS 
In this section we assume k > 2. In 1 lo] Marsden showed that Vk(J‘; .) + f 
uniformly on 10. 11 for all f in CIO, 11 if k-‘(maxdt,)+ 0. We now 
generalise this result to the operators V,. 
THEOKEM 4.1. b’ilr eL’erJ1f’i/Z c/o, 1 I. b’,(f: .)-+f‘Ll~lijbtWZ/J~ On 10, 11 ij- 
(l/k) maxI, iL,l di + 0, &zere di = maxi Ii, - mini iii. 
Proof: Define g in ClO, 1 ] by g(s) = x’. Since C; is a positive linear 
operator which reproduces polynomials of degree 1, it follows from the 
Bohman-Korovkin Theorem (see [ 71) that VA(f: .)-f uniformly on 10, l] 
for all f in CIO, 11 if V,(g: .)- g uniformly on 10, 1 I. 
Now from (3.1) and (2.13) we have 
V,(g: xl -g(x) = c,(-g - p, N,(x). I (4.1) 
A straightforward calculation shows that for i = l,.... n, 
and thus 0 ,< <: - ri” 6 df/2(k - 1). 
So by (4.1) and (2.11) we have 
1 
0 < V,(g; x) - g(x) < ~ max df, 2(k - 1) ~ci<n 
vx E IO, 11. 
Hence V,(g:.)+guniformly on IO, I] if Ilkmax,,.,, ndi+O. 1 
Defining 1= {ti}y’f as in Section 3, the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 need 
not be valid if we merely assume k ‘(maxidtj) + 0. As a counterexample let 
k = 3 and take any points 0 = t, = t? = 1, < t, < ... < t,, _ , = t,, + ? = ,, , 3 = I. 1 
Define d = {S,}: , by 
6,-[~~;*~,0,0).(t,.1.0),(f~.0.1).(f;.~,0,0)j, 
i = l,.... n ~~ 2. 
n‘,, ,=I~~,~~~~~~~~2.0,~),(~“+,,0.0),(t,,,2,1,0)~, 
d,, = I (f2.0, 1). (f, + , 3 0,013 (t,, / 1. 1, O), (t,, _ 1. 0. 1) I. 
Then ri = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 2, <,- = 4, r, , = 1, and it is easy to see that 
for g(x) = .Y’, V,(g; ) t, g on 10, 1 I as max Ati + 0. 
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5. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MARSDEN'S IDENTITY 
For k > 2 let Q denote a polygon in W ’ and A,- ? the standard (k - 2). 
simplex in rFqk --* with vertices e’,..., e”- * as in (2.3). Let A = (S,}: , be a 
triangulation of D x A, z c IRk such that each vertex lies on one of the faces 
3 = ((x, e,‘): x E Q},j = 0 ,..., k - 2. For i = l,..., n we write di = [ ui” ,..., z’jA 1 
as before and denote the projection of cij on Q by xii = (x{‘, xy). 
Now for any simplex 6;, each face $, j = O,..., k - 2, contains at least one 
of the vertices of Ji and hence there are two possibilities. 
(i) There is one face containing three vertices of di, In this case we 
denote these vertices by L.“‘, ci’, ~1”. 
(ii) There are two faces, each containing exactly two vertices of 6;. In 
this case we denote those on one face by L’~‘, c,” and those on the other face 
by P”, 11”. 
Now for i = l,.... n we define a normalised B-spline of degree k -- 2 on R 
by 
Ni := (k - 2)! M,;. (5.1) 
By a calculation similar to that for (2.5), we find the following. 
In case (i), vol, 6; = 1 det(x” - xi0 xi2 - x”)J/k!. 
In case (ii), vol, Si = 1 det(x” - xi0 xi3 - x’*)l/k!. 
Thus by (5.1) and (2.2) we have the following. 
In case (i), 
1 
N, = 
k(k - 1) 
I det(x” _ xiO xi2 - xi”)1 M(. / xio,.*., xik). (5.2) 
In case (ii), 
Ni = k(k L l) / det(x” - xi0 xi3 - xi*)1 M(. I xi’,..., xik). (5.3) 
Now for i = l,..., n, j== 3 ,..., k, we define zii in IF,’ as follows. If case (ii) 
holds for ?ii, then zi3 is the point of intersection of the line xiOxi’ and the line 
xi’xi3. (These lines cannot be parallel or 6, would be degenerate.) In all other 
cases ,ij = xQ. Then we have the following two-dimensional version of 
Marsden’s identity. 
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THEOREM 5.1. For anJ’ y E 11:’ and x E Q, 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume R c (x E rt+ ‘:
x, ,x2 > O}. For J , , j’ > 1 we let di denote the k-simplex in Iik with vertices 
(J-, , 0, e”), (0, y,, e”), (0.0. e’), i = 0 . . . . . k - 2. For large enough .v, . yz, d; 
contains 0 x (e”} and we let P := ((x, ,..., xk) E Al : (x, . x2) E ~2). A simple 
geometric argument shows that P = (T,,v: u E l2 X A, J, where for 
(x,z)EQxAd,.z, 
If Sf denotes the simplex 1 Ty t”” ,.... T,. 1%” /. i = I,.... n. then for large 
enough ~1, ..I’?, d’ := {SP}: , . is a triangulation of P. 
Now for i = I,..., n, 
vol, Sf = ?- 
k! 
T, ciO . . . T, vi’ 
1 . . . 1 
First suppose si satisfies (i). If z i” @. 6,. let vi’ denote the vertex of ai 
lying in ~7,. A simplification of (5.5) then gives 
where ui, = I - s:‘/J~, ~ .$‘/J’~. 
By manipulating the rows of the determinant in (5.6) we get 
(5.7) 
If L’~” E. &,. then a simpler calculation also gives (5.7). 
Next suppose di satisfies (ii). If P”‘, z’~’ @ i”;,. then as before let 1%” denote 
the vertex of 6; lying in 5,. A simplification of (5.5) then gives 
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and a manipulation of rows gives 
vol,Sf=l det 
k! 
Now recall that zi3 is the point of intersection of the line x”‘x” with the 
line _yi2Y3 and so 
*,_ xil det r; “1’ y3 j&O det (“I’ x; -‘;‘i 
z’ - 
detcxjl -xiO xi3 -xi2) 
Then expanding the determinant in (5.8) by its third row and applying 
(5.9) gives 
vol, Sf = k det(x” - xi0 xi3 -xi2) 1 --z-s, Ik[ cljj. (5.10) 
i j-4 
If uio E.IT, or ui2 ELFo,, a simpler calculation also gives (5.10). 
Now for each x in fin, the hyperplane ((x, ,..., xk): (x,, x2) =x) intlersects P 




(k - 2)! 
= vol 
J’, -vr k-2Or 
= ;- M,;(x) Z by (2.1) 
= c vol, s;hqx 1 xi” . ...) xik) 
i-1 
for (2.2) 
by (5.2). (5.3), (5.7;). (5.10) 
which gives (5.4). 1 
COROLLARY. For k > 3 and i = l,..., n, let 
lij = 1 4 z;‘, 
k - 2 ,T> 
j== 1.2, 
‘ii?) = (k _ 2;(k ~ 3) 3,,;n,;k Z;‘Z:m’ j= 1,2. (5.12 
1 
02’ = (k ~ 2)(k - 3) ,,.,;l,i k z”zim. 
260 
Then for all s in R, 




6. TWO-DIMENSIONAL BERNSTEIN-SCHOENBERG OPERATORS 
As in Section 5 we take a polygon LJ and for k > 2 define a triangulation 
A = (S,}:I ,. For i= I,..., II define Ni by (5.2), (5.3) and r, = (?$, , &?) where 
ci,, riz are defined by (5.11). Then we define the Bernstein-Schoenberg 
operator V, as follows. 
For any function J‘on Q, 
‘,(~f; x, = ;” f(rj) N,(x), vx E n. 
i-1 
(6.1) 
Clearly I/, is a positive linear operator. It follows from (5.14) and (5.15) 
that V, reproduces polynomials of degree 1. We now assume k > 3 and give 
a two-dimensional version of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that for each triangulation 3 and for each 
simplex di E A satisfying (ii) of Section 5. the line xinxi’ and the line xi2xi7 
intersect in supp NC. Then for every f E C(Q), VA(J . ) -f unz~ormly on R $ 
(l/k) maxI sign dj + 0, where di = diam(supp Ni). 
Proof. By the Bohman-Korovkin Theorem, it is sufftcient to show that 
V,(f; .)-J‘ uniformly on Q for f = g,. gz and h, where g,(x) = xf . 
gz(x) = .~I and h(s) = x,s~. 
Now from (6.1) and (5.16) we have forj= 1, 2 
VA( gi ; x) - gJx) = (<; - f$f') N,(x). (6.2) 
I 
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A straightforward calculation shows that for i = l,.... n. 
and thus 0 < <j’ - $’ < df/2(k - 2). 
So by (6.2) and (5.14) we have 
Also from (6.1) and (5.17) we have 
V,(h; x) - h(.x) = ; (&, ri2 - r;“) N,(x). (6.3) 
Now a straightforward calculation shows that for i = I,..., n, 
and thus 15i,5i1 - ri”/ < KdJ(k - 2), where K depends only on J2. 
So by (6.3) and (5.14) we have 
1 V,(h; x) - h(x)1 6 A ,rnn~,, d;. 
Hence V,(h; .)-h uniformly on R if (l/k) maxfsi,,,di+ 0. 1 
7. BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIALS 
Let x0 = (0, 0), x’ = (1, 0), x2 = (0, 1) and R be the triangle [x0, x’, x2]. 
For k > 2 we define a triangulation 
d={6ii:i,j>,0,i+j~k-2} of Q x A, ? by 
6jj= [(l,O,e”), (l,O,e’) ,..., (l,O,e’), (0, l.e’), 
(O.l,e’+‘) ,..., (O,l,e’+‘),(O,O,ei+‘),(O,O,ei+“‘), 
. . . . (0, 0. erm2)l. 
By (5.2) and (5.3), the normalised B-spline corresponding to the simplex 
dii is given by 
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Now it follows from a formula of Micchelli (Corollary 2 of [ 12 I) that 
M(. 1 .Y” ,.... x0. A ’ ,...) .Y’..X2 ,.... 2) -_-, .-,- -,-. 
I I i ; ii I II I 
k! 
xi q 1 -x, -x$ 2 ’ ;. = (k-2-i-j)!j!j!. ‘. (7.2) 
So by (7. I). (7.2) and (6.1). the Bernstein-Schoenberg operator is given 
by 
and therefore comprises Bernstein polynomials (see 18 I), 
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